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The start of a New Year is the perfect time to
look back and think about how you can
improve your financial position going into
2017. One way to make 2017 a year of
financial success and achievement is to set
up some small, regular changes and measure
the benefits over time. It is always much
easier to put off looking at your finances, but
doing an overhaul of your money matters
will help you achieve the financial position
you want for the future.
Be realistic 
When you decide on your resolution, it’s
important to be realistic and practical in
working out how best you can stick to your
plan and achieve your goals. If you have
multiple financial goals, it can be useful to
try to prioritise them, which are the most
important goals working down to those you
may not be as concerned about. As an
example, protecting your finances and
income with a form of insurance, before you
start thinking about saving or investing or
vice versa.
Plan you goals
In order to make plans for the future, you
need to know where you are now and where
you want to be in the future. Goal setting is
very much like creating a business plan. 
You need to know the starting point and the
end point, what the time frame is for
reaching your target, and the investment
involved. For instance, if you are planning for
retirement or property purchase, then this
will be over the very long term of 15 years or
more, life events, such as school fees will be

over the medium term of 10–15 years and
finally shorter term or lifestyle funds to
finance goals such as a luxury holiday will be
over the medium to shorter term of 5-10
years.
Prioritise your goals
People generally muddle through their busy
lives, spending their money just to meet the
day-to-day expenses that dominate their
attention. To avoid this financial wealth trap
and get what you want most, you need to
decide which goals will take priority and
make you financially better off and work
towards them, putting the less important
goals to one side until the really important
goals are met.
Time is the key
The minimum time line for most types of
investing is at least five years. Whatever your
personal goals are, it is important to
understand the time frame from the start, as
this will impact on your approach to
achieving your goals. 
Revisit
Always go back and consider the goals you
set previously, and reflect on what worked
and what didn’t and why. Once you’ve done
this, it’s time to define your specific goals
clearly. 

We all have dreams for the future, and
many of those wishes require wealth to
make them come true. Reaching these
dreams starts with setting clear financial
targets. Saving and investing with a target
makes it more possible and achievable to
ensure you keep on track. 

Planning early for retirementinside
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Financial planning for retirement is all about
finding out how long you might live, it could
affect how much you decide to save, when you
decide to retire and how much you can
withdraw in retirement. 

Twenties and thirties 
Retirement seems a distant word and your
State Pension is decades away. The good news
is you can take full advantage of time and start
saving small amounts really early.

One of the ways to do this is through a low-
cost Self-Invested Personal Pension, you can
start saving from as little as £25 a month into
a SIPP and will receive up to 45% tax relief on
contributions. Tax rules can change and
benefits will depend on individual
circumstances.

SIPPs allow you to be in control and you can
usually manage your pension online 24/7 using
the latest research to help you make decisions
whenever you want. You can normally access
pension benefits from age 55 (57 from 2028),
and can choose how to receive your income. 

With a SIPP you choose where to invest your
money; with thousands of funds, shares and
investment trusts choose from. You can decide
whether to manage the fund yourself or leave
it to an expert. Remember, investments can go
down in value as well as up so you could get
back less than you invest.

Forties and fifties 
At this stage your earning power might have
increased, but saving for retirement may have
become more of a balancing act between your
long-term financial goals, family and current
needs.

Although spending may drop down after
retiring, it’s estimated most people tend to
need a retirement income which is around two
thirds of their final salary to maintain their
current life standards. Using an online pension
calculator to understand how much your
pension could be at retirement is a good way,
at this stage, to check if you are on track.

Nearing retirement?
It is important to save for a pension, after all
your retirement could last 30 years, or maybe
longer, so good planning is essential.

If you are looking for a regular guaranteed
pension income then the option is an annuity.
In exchange for your pension, this insurance
policy pays a secure income for the rest of your
life no matter how long you live. 

Once in place, an annuity cannot normally
be changed or cancelled, so it is important to
consider all your future requirements carefully.
The more flexible option is to keep your
pension invested in a SIPP and withdraw an
income as and when you need it. You can draw
your pension via drawdown or by taking
periodic lump sums. These options offer the
potential for growth through investing and a
chance to protect income from inflation, as
well as the opportunity to pass on your
pension when you die, which can be tax free in
some circumstances.

This flexible pension is not guaranteed as
with an annuity, so if you withdraw too much,
your investments perform poorly or you live
longer than expected you could run out of
money. All investments can fall as well as rise
in value so you could get back less than you
invest. 

What you do with your pension is an
important decision. Therefore, we strongly
recommend you understand your options and
check your chosen option is suitable for your
circumstances: take appropriate advice or
guidance if you are at all unsure.

Chances of living to

100

Financial planning for
retirement is all about finding
out how long you might live –
it could affect how much you
decide to save, when you
decide to retire and how
much you can withdraw in
retirement.

New Year’s financial resolutions
A New Year’s resolutions doesn’t always have to be about
fitness and joining a gym, it may be a good resolution for
the New Year but so is focussing on your financial goals.
Your 2017 New Year resolution could be how to improve
your financial position? 

Over the last 3 decades there has been an
increase in the number of people living to
100 plus.  This increase in life expectancies
means many will live to be at least mid-80s
and many will live to 100.

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.

Average
Chance

Current
Sex life

of
age

expectancy
living
to 100

35
Male 86 1 in 6
Female 89 1 in 4

55
Male 85 1 in 10
Female 88 1 in 6

75
Male 88 1 in 12
Female 89 1 in 8
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How can you strike a balance
between retiring when you want
to, receiving the income you need
and not paying more tax than
you have to?

Drawdown could be an answer.

5

The tax advantage of drawing your pension in stages

The tax advantage
The main tax advantage of drawdown is when you don’t need to
use all of your pension pot to provide an income. There is no
requirement to use your entire pension fund in one go or to draw
it at its earliest point.

Partial drawdown can be used to maximise this tax advantage;
which simply means splitting your pension into parts and
converting each part to drawdown at different times, as and
when you need the income.

Each time you convert a part of your pension to drawdown you
can usually take up to 25% of that amount as a tax-free lump
sum up front. For those who don’t need immediate income, it is
possible to just withdraw the tax-free cash for the time being and
leave the rest invested to provide a taxable income later on.

This is a strategy favoured by many who are already using
drawdown. These investors have taken their tax-free cash and are
keeping their pension fund invested for future growth.

You may wish to use this tax-free cash to add to other sources
of income. This could be particularly useful if you reduce your
working hours or perhaps take on part-time work during
retirement. The tax-free cash can supplement your earnings,
without increasing the tax you pay.

For example, if you earn £11,000 a year, and you move
£30,000 of your pension into drawdown, you could take up to
£7,500 (25%) as a tax-free lump sum up front; boosting your
annual ‘income’ for that tax year to £18,500. Assuming you
receive no other taxable income in that same tax year, the whole
£18,500 would be tax free. The £22,500 remaining in drawdown
could be left invested to draw a taxable income from in later 
tax years. 

You can move more money into drawdown as many times as
you like, until you have exhausted the tax free cash part of your
pension. You could repeat this process while you transition into
full retirement, replacing any reduction in your earnings with tax-
free cash or taxable income from your pension.

It’s important to remember tax rules can change and benefits
depend on individual circumstances.

Alternatives to
drawdown

Drawdown is one option you can use to phase your
retirement.

You could also use part of your pension fund to
purchase an annuity. As with drawdown you can usually
take up to 25% of the amount you are taking benefits
from as tax-free cash, the rest is exchanged for a regular
and secure income for life through an insurance
company. You can choose when the taxable income starts
by deciding on the payment frequency. The latest the
income could start would be one year after the policy
begins.

Annuity rates can change regularly and may go up or
down in the future. Annuity quotes are guaranteed for a
limited time only. Once set up an annuity cannot
normally be changed or cancelled, this is why it is
important to consider all your options carefully, including
whether you want an income to continue to a spouse or
partner when you die, or how income might be affected
by inflation in future. Before you purchase an annuity,
you should ensure you will not lose any valuable
guarantees or incur excessive exit fees.

You can also take periodic lump sums direct from your
pension, which are known as an Uncrystallised Funds
Pension Lump Sum (UFPLS). This is flexible like
drawdown but carry similar risks because your remaining
pension stays invested and so income is not secure. 
The main difference is the tax treatment. It’s up to you
how much you withdraw but normally only 25% of each
withdrawal you take is tax free. The rest is taxed as
income. Lump sums cannot be taken from any part of a
pension which has already been used for drawdown or
an annuity.

What you do with your pension is an important decision. Therefore, we strongly recommend you understand your options and check your
chosen option is suitable for your circumstances: take appropriate advice or guidance if you are at all unsure.
The government’s Pension Wise service can help. Pension Wise provides free impartial guidance on your retirement options face-to-face, online
or over the phone - more on Pension Wise 

What is drawdown?
For those currently aged 55 and over, drawdown is one of
the main alternatives to an annuity. If you don’t need all of
your annuity pension to provide a secure income immediately,
you can use drawdown to keep your pension invested while
drawing an income as and when you want to. 

There is no maximum limit to the income you can
withdraw; which you can stop, start or change at any time to
meet your needs. 

It is the flexibility of drawdown which makes it appealing.
It offers the potential to increase your pension value through
investment growth and in turn the chance to protect your
income from inflation in the event of your death. Your loved
ones can also continue to withdraw the remaining pension
after you die and tax free in many cases.

The amount you drawdown should depend on how your
investments perform and how long you want your pension to
last. Drawdown is higher risk than an annuity; there are no
guarantees and your income is not secure. If your investments
perform poorly, you withdraw income too quickly or you live
longer than expected, you could run out of money. 
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Why do thousands of investors each year buy
high-risk Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs). What
are the key reasons for following this path?
1. Invest in the UK’s up and coming
businesses at an early stage 
VCT investing supports many of the UK’s
smaller businesses. This investment helps
them grow and the VCT manager provides
them with expertise to help them develop.
This type of investment can be crucial to
young businesses, as they often are unable
to obtain the money and expertise from
traditional sources such as banks.

Young companies with a product or service
which could revolutionise an entire industry
may grow rapidly; however, the possibility of
failure is also greater so VCTs are much
higher risk than standard investments.
2. Generous tax advantages
Generous tax benefits are offered by the
government to VCT investors, to encourage
investment in this crucial area. Offers include
30% income tax relief for subscriptions in
new VCT fundraisings.

The up-front tax relief means investing
£10,000 in a VCT could result in a £3,000
reduction in your income tax payable. As this
is a tax rebate, it is restricted to the amount
of income tax you paid. The maximum which
can be invested each year is £200,000, but if
an investor has only paid £5,000 in income
tax they could only receive a tax rebate of up
to £5,000. The VCT shares must be held for
five years to keep the tax rebate. Tax rules
can change and benefits depend on personal
circumstances.
VCT tax savings examples
Example 1: Mr Smith decides to invest
£200,000 in a VCT. In the 2016/17 tax year
he will pay £90,000 in income tax.

Example 2: Mr Jones wants to invest
£100,000 in a VCT in the 2016/17 tax year.
He earns £60,000 per year and is a higher
rate tax payer. He will pay £13,200 in income
tax in this tax year.

In this example Mr Jones will not pay
enough income tax to reclaim the full 30%,
so she is only entitled to the tax she will pay
which is £13,200
3. Tax-free yields of 5-7% on
dividends
With interest rates unlikely to rise above 2%
in the near future, tax-free dividends are the
primary source of return for VCT investors.
Dividends are often underestimated as a
source of return and the potential to earn
tax-free dividends can be particularly
attractive. 
VCT dividend advantages
A company with a share price of 100p pays a
5p dividend the yield is 5%. When a VCT
with an initial share price of 100p pays a 5p
dividend, the yield is higher because the VCT
subscriber gets up to 30 per cent income tax
relief, so the net purchase cost of the share is
actually 70p in most cases.

A 5p dividend on an investment with a net
cost of 70p results in a yield of 7.14%.
However, because the dividend is also tax
free, a higher-rate tax payer would need to
achieve a yield of 10.6% from a taxable
investment to achieve the same result. 
An additional-rate tax payer would need
11.5%. 
Dividends are variable and not guaranteed
and should not be seen be as a guide to
future performance.
4. Why consider VCTs?
VCTs tend to be considered by investors with
large portfolios of mainstream investments.
They can be an invaluable financial planning
tool in the lead up to and in retirement. Once
ISA and pension allowances have been used
in full, VCTs could be the next consideration
for tax-efficient investments, however, due to
their higher level of risk VCTs should
normally only form a small part of a
diversified portfolio.

There is no capital gains tax to pay when
you sell VCT shares. This is an advantage, but
most VCT managers do not focus on capital
growth. They aim to maintain or modestly
grow capital over the long term, with the
focus firmly on a high and sustainable
income. 

With VCTs the longer term view is
essential. VCT shares must be held for five
years to permanently keep the up-front tax
relief, but the longer view as a dividend
stream is the primary source of return as the
portfolio matures. Investors must be
comfortable with the higher risks associated
with VCTs dealing with young companies.
They are more prone to failure than
established businesses and investors could
get back less than they invest.

Why consider VCTs?
Mr Smith

Investment £200,000

Tax rebate -£60,000

Effective net cost £140,000

Tax rebate 30%

Mr Jones

Investment £100,000

Tax rebate -£13,200

Effective net cost £86,800

Tax rebate 13.20%

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.
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What reliefs are there?
From 6 April 2017, there will be a new
‘main residence transferable nil-rate band’,
which is the family home allowance. 
This will apply when a main residence is
passed on to a direct descendant. This new
main residence transferable nil-rate band
will work alongside the existing IHT nil-
rate band which is currently £325,000. 
It will operate in the same way as the
current nil-rate band, any unused main
residence transferable nil-rate band will be
transferred to a surviving spouse or
registered civil partner. A property not used
as a residence of the deceased, such as a
buy-to-let property, will not qualify but
second homes would. The allowance will
initially be set at £100,000 in 2017/18,
increasing to £125,000 in 2018/19,
£150,000 in 2019/20 and up to £175,000
in 2020/21; thereafter it will increase each
year in line with inflation.

If a person was to inherit from their
spouse, then it is possible therefore that by
2020/21, this individual will have their
own nil-rate band of £325,000 as well as
a main residence transferable nil-rate band
of £175,000 in respect of their main

residence, plus a nil-rate band of
£325,000 inherited from their spouse and
a main residence transferable nil-rate band
of £175,000 inherited from their spouse.
This is how the government achieves its
much advertised total of £1 million.
Anyone planning IHT should remember
that the current nil-rate band of £325,000
is set to remain until 2020/21. There is
also going to be a tapered withdrawal of
the main residence transferable nil-rate
band for estates worth more than £2 million.
The proposed changes 
Inheritance tax is very emotive, many see it
as a tax being taken on tax already paid.
The current rate of IHT payable is 40% on
property, money and possessions above
the nil-rate band. The rate may be reduced
to 36% if 10% or more of the estate is left
to charity. It’s vitally important to ensure
that your affairs are structured in the most
tax-efficient way possible. Here are 7 areas
to consider.
Lifetime Gifts
Lifetime gifts to individuals are Potentially
Exempt Transfers (PETs) and fall outside
the clutches of IHT, provided those making
the gift survive at least seven years from
the date of the gift.
Trusts
You can transfer some of your wealth to a
family member but still remain in control;
Trusts can sometimes help you to eliminate
unnecessary tax charges, enabling the
maximum possible part of your family’s
wealth to be preserved. 

Wills
Ensure you have an up-to-date Will in
place, so as to leave your family with the
maximum assets and at the least tax cost.
Gifts
Making gifts, especially those to charities
can be highly effective in potentially
reducing an IHT charge on death.
Business and Corporate
structures
If you own a business, consider the
structure of your business when planning
your affairs. Changing the structure of a
business can have significant tax
implications. 
Exemptions
The management, for IHT purposes, is
more positive for some assets than others.
Business assets and shares in unquoted
companies, works of art and agricultural
land, for instance, all benefit from special
concessions which may help in passing on
your estate with less IHT to pay.
Tax after death
Without careful financial planning, 
HM Revenue & Customs could become the
largest beneficiary of your estate following
your death, this is the single main reason
why you should obtain professional
financial advice to ensure your needs are
fully considered.

Many people can avoid paying
inheritance tax by good early
planning.
Inheritance Tax (IHT) is payable
by those who, for the most part,
could have avoided paying it on
all of their estate. With good
financial advice you can ensure
your estate will go to your loved
ones with the minimum amount
of IHT payable to the
government.

WILL YOU

PAY?
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Make the fund work for you
There is an estimated £400m in pension savings lying unclaimed,
according to the Department for Work and Pensions. So, a sensible
first step is to establish exactly what pension savings you have and
by reuniting abandoned pensions it could mean a wealthier
retirement. 

If you want to check if you were contributing to a pension at a
previous place of employment, you may wish use the government
pension tracing service to help you get the full details at
www.gov.uk/find-pension-contact-details.

Gain control and grow your pension
Grow your pension and control your return by accessing a better
choice of investments. Investment performance is probably the single
biggest factor affecting how much your pension will eventually be
worth, so the quality and variety of investments available is vital for
success.

Older plans tend to have investment choices which are limited
compared when to those available nowadays. This could make it
more difficult to find a strategy more tailored to your needs, or one
that delivers the required performance.

Some pensions, like a SIPP, may have better investment options
and they will allow you to take more control over your investing. 
By consolidating, you could take advantage of this control and
choose to re-align any underperforming investments. 

Remember all investments can fall as well as rise in value and you
could get back less than you invest. Tax rules can change and
benefits depend on individual circumstances.

Reduce your overall costs
Management and policy fees are a cost which most pension
investors have to endure, but you may find charges have changed
since you originally joined a plan, the features of your old plan may
now be outdated, or the provider’s service may no longer meets your
expectations. 

Costs are an important factor and consideration for any investment,
but they are not always transparent. Sometimes low-cost can mean
limited performance and expensive doesn’t always translate into
quality. It is always prudent to find out the costs applied and exactly
what you’re getting in return. Then you can assess the true value of
your investment and whether it is suitable for your current
circumstances.

Consolidating into a SIPP which matches your personal
requirements could provide better value overall, as it will ensure you
are making the most of your pension when combined into one large
entity.

Before transferring any pension you should check you won’t lose
valuable guarantees or benefits or incur any hidden excessive exit
fees. Also remember, your pension will be transferred as cash, so will
miss any market rises or falls during the transfer period.
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Pensions: The Triple Lock
The new chancellor Philip Hammond
confirmed he will maintain the Triple Lock
guarantee on state pension increases,
which is the best of inflation, earnings
growth and 2.5%. However, he hinted it
may not last beyond 2020. 

While state spending on pensions needs
to be sustainable, it is also important that
pensioners are cared for. With final salary
schemes at their peak and ready to decline,
pension incomes are at risk of falling back
in the years to come, until the defined
contributions system eventually comes into
play.
Money Purchase Annual
Allowance (MPAA) cut to £4,000
from £10,000
The chancellor announced a reduction in
the amount investors can save back into a
pension after they have already started
drawing on their pension savings.
This means anyone considering drawing on
their retirement savings needs to be
careful about their future pension saving
plans. Taking even £1 in excess of your tax-
free lump sum, or using the Uncrystallised
Funds Pension Lump Sum rules in your 50s,
could leave pension savers with very
limited options for further pension saving
in the future. It could also impact on their
benefit of future employer contributions.
It is vital that savers plan the drawing
down of any pension savings with great
care, checking what the future implications
will be first.

Over recent years the government has
been chipping away at pension allowances.
This latest announcement on the MPAA
will almost certainly not be the last. 
The writing is on the wall for pension
savers: make the most of the tax breaks
while you still have the chance.
Economic outlook 
The economy has proved quite resilient in
the wake of the vote to leave the EU.
Nevertheless forecasts were unsurprisingly
downgraded to 1.4% next year and 1.7%
the year after.

As predicted by many, the government
abandoned the commitment to eradicate
the deficit by 2019/20 and the
announcement of a mild fiscal stimulus,
focused on housing and infrastructure, and
with an emphasis on regional development
and improving productivity.

This focus on productivity was welcome,
and some would argue long overdue. 
The UK has fallen behind in productivity
for too long when compared to Germany
and France, though it should be
understood that promising to tackle the
problem is much easier than finding a
solution.
NS&I Savings Bond 
We saw from the popularity of the NS&I
‘pensioner’ bonds introduced back in
January 2015, how savers are desperate
for a better return on their cash. With very
low interest rates expected to continue for
some time a new bond expected to pay
2.2% over 3 years and a maximum deposit
of £3,000 is better value, but should
inflation rise beyond 2.5%, its unlikely 

money in this new savings bond will do
anything to encourage investment.
Salary sacrifice
Salary sacrifice arrangements will now
only benefit from a saving on employee
National Insurance, with tax and employer
National Insurance benefits being taken
away. This will be effective from April 2017,
although arrangements set up before this
will be protected until April 2018. 
Some benefits, like pensions, childcare,
lower emission cars and cycle to work will
retain the tax and employer National
Insurance savings.

In addition, arrangements for other cars,
accommodation and school fees will be
protected until April 2021.

These changes effectively increase the
cost of some benefits for all where
previously their cost was offset with a tax
saving. This increase will do little to help
the JAMs (Just about managing families)
who will continue to just about manage,
because such changes impact mostly on
higher rate tax payers more than those
paying basic rate tax.

Anyone in receipt of workplace benefits
other than for pension, childcare vouchers,
cycle to work and low emission cars
should consult their employer over the
weeks to see how they are impacted.

Make you old pensions work for YOU

Autumn Statement – What’s new?

The new Chancellor, Philip
Hammond announced that
he has scrapped the Autumn
Statement. The Budget will
now be in the autumn, with a
Spring Statement.

With all the changes to pensions and
pension rules it’s almost certain people hold
more than one pension, especially as on
average people are thought to have  more
than 10 different employers during their
working life. Many people have been
holding on to them for years not really sure
what to do with them and some people may
have even forgotten about them, especially
those with low values.

Many pension experts believe that you could be better off transferring old
pensions into a new pension plan like a SIPP (Self Invested Personal Pension), 
here we explain three reasons why this could be a very useful strategy.

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.

Please remember all investments can fall as well as rise in value so a child could get back less
than invested. If you are unsure whether an investment is suitable for you or the child’s
circumstances contact us for personal advice.
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The ultimate protection for your familyExploring your investment options

Thinking about death is not something
people like to face up to, but making sure
your family could survive financially without
you around will help ease your worries.

Everyone would like to consider
themselves to be immortal, but death will
come to us all one day. Life insurance may
sound frightening but it is there to protect
those most important to you. With a life
insurance policy in place your family will
receive a lump sum should you die or in
some cases a guaranteed monthly income.
This means your loved ones would at least
be able to pay the mortgage, bills and other
living costs.
Here we explain life insurance and the
different types available.

Whole-life assurance and Term insurance
Term insurance, as the name suggests lasts
for a fixed term, usually between 10 and 25
years and only pays out if you die during that
period. If you survive the term when it
matures then the insurance term comes to
an end and ceases to have any value. There is
no monetary gain from outliving the policy
but surviving the term will probably be
compensation enough.

The three main types of term insurance:
1. Level term insurance: This offers a set

sum of cover for your death at any point
during the term

2. Decreasing term insurance: This provides
cover that gradually falls, so the pay-out
will be less if you die towards the end of
the term.

3. Increasing term insurance – this type of
cover gradually rises in line with inflation
over the life of the term.

Decreasing term insurance will generally
be less expensive and increasing term
insurance to be most expensive.

Whole-life assurance guarantees a pay-out
when the inevitable happens. Assuming, you
keep up the policy payments or ‘premium’ for
your cover. Whole-life policies are therefore
more expensive because the term can be the
longest.

Premiums can be paid monthly by direct
debit or annually. Paying annually could earn
you a discount because it reduces
administration costs.

All forms of insurance relate to risk, which
means your premium will depend on a
variety of factors including your age, whether
you smoke, family medical history and any
health conditions.

If you choose guaranteed premiums, the
amount you pay each month will always stay
the same. Charges are likely to be higher at
first but you need to weigh this against
inflation over the term and the certainty that
your premium won’t increase.

You may consider adding ‘waiver of
premium’ to a policy at an additional cost.
Doing so will ensure your premiums are paid
if you cannot work for an extended period
due to illness or injury.

Pay-outs with term insurance come as a
lump sum payment. If you believe your
family would be better receiving a regular
income, consider family income benefit
policies. They provide a monthly tax-free
payment, but a word of warning the income
will stop when the term ends, even if you die
just prior to that date.

With some life assurance plans, some or all
of your premiums may be paid into
investment funds, where the policy value
may increase over time, but the pay-out on
your death will vary depending on how the
investments perform. You need to consider
very carefully the details of each plan and
how they work for you before you proceed.
You should contact your professional
financial adviser who will be able to help you
decide which individual policy is right for
you.

LIFE INSURANCE

A life insurance policy
brings financial security
to your family in the
sudden event of your
death. By giving you
peace of mind, you can
get on and live your life.

With the ever increasing number of different investment
products available on the market it is very difficult to
consider what is the best option to suit our particular
investment goals.

Managing our financial needs
There is no doubt that our lives have become
busy and ever more complex and it can be
difficult to find the time to keep fully pace with
all that everyday life brings. Managing and
getting the most from our financial affairs can
seem daunting and complex, especially as
investment products are unlikely to remain the
same throughout our lifetime. This is why using
a professional financial adviser could be the
best decision you can make to help you
manage your current investments and explore
new ones.

They can help you tailor a bespoke
investment portfolio to suit your individual
needs and situation. Your investment portfolio
should take into account your financial goals,
understand you attitude to risk and help to
minimise as much as possible any tax burdens.

Consider about your attitude to risk
Investing is about managing the potential
downside when targeting the key potential
gains. We all appreciate that higher returns
come with higher risk and professional
financial advice can help you identify your
attitude to risk before making any
commitment. You also need to ensure your
portfolio has the right balance of risk to match
your profile; this is achieved by diversifying
across asset classes, providers and products as
appropriate.

To invest successfully, you need to plan and
consider your long term financial future. 
The main focus of any financial plan is you,
with your goals, your situation, and your
financial strengths and weaknesses all taken
into account. As the years pass and your
lifestyle moves forward you will need to keep a
regular check on your investments. Your
evolving portfolio will need to adjust, not only
in line with changing market conditions, but
also with factors such as your investment
goals, your personal circumstances and your
age.

How to build an investment portfolio
Making your choice
There is are a vast array of information and
products now readily available, the process of
going through each one and choosing an

investment can be extremely time consuming
and worrying. A professional financial adviser
will help you understand the jargon and
industry small print, they will discuss your
investment objectives, understand which
products are available and select those most
suited to your investment needs.

Balancing your portfolio
It is well known that investments with the
potential for a higher rate of return also carry
higher risk due to the more volatile sectors and
regions that are attached to. A key area of the
balancing process is to consider the risk or
return trade-off, and how comfortable your
attitude to risk is. From this your portfolio can
be tailored to ensure it has the right balance of
risk by diversifying across asset classes,
regions, providers and products as appropriate.

Industry ‘speak’
Understanding the industry ‘speak’ used within
the financial sector and extracting the
important information can be difficult and
very time-consuming. Your
professional financial adviser
will help you understand
everything from interest
rate increases, changes
in tax legislation
regarding an
investment as well
as explaining all the
data and jargon in
the multitude of
endless product
literature. 

Regular reviews

As time goes by your own lifestyle and the
markets can change a great deal. This means
that it is important to keep your investments
under constant review so that you can get the
best out of them. By reviewing and, if necessary,
adjusting your portfolio, your professional
financial adviser can help you to meet your
evolving financial goals and needs.

Professional support
The financial markets are constantly on the
move and always subject to volatility, as we
have witnessed with the Brexit referendum
recently. The need for ongoing adjustments to
your investments are be extremely important,
this is where your professional financial adviser
can take this very important responsibility away
from you. By putting it in their hands they can
help you to feel more confident that your
investments are being well managed and suit
your individual requirements.
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Many fund managers are
often described as ‘growth’
or ‘value’, but which is best
and what do these terms
really mean?
What’s the difference?
Growth
Growth investors focus on companies they
feel are capable of growing above average,
which is measured by earnings or cash flow.
The recent economic uncertainty and low
interest rates has seen many investors drawn
to the relative safety of high-quality growth
companies, such as Unilever and Diageo.
These companies have been favoured for
their more defensive qualities, such as steady
earnings and reliable dividends. 
Value
Value investors conversely aim to discover
the next gems, which are those companies
whose stock prices do not always reflect
their real worth or earnings potential. These
companies may have experienced hard times,
but are often in a transitional phase that is
yet to be reflected in their share price.
Equally, some may be in a free fall of
decline, so investors must be diligent 
in their research. 

The outlook for growth 
Global economic growth does not look likely
to change much in the short term. With this
in mind, it is easy to see why companies who
are growing their earnings faster than the
wider market will remain attractive. Interest
rates are also unlikely to rise, which means
those businesses paying a regular and stable
dividend are likely to remain very popular. 
High-quality growth companies hold

pricing power, allowing them to raise prices
without significantly reducing demand for
their products and services. This relieves
inflation pressure upon them. 
The outlook for value 
Warren Buffett understands the benefits of
buying companies whose valuations are low
and holding them for the long term. It is a
successful way to invest, though there will
inevitably be setbacks and volatility along
the way, but the strategy is sound.
Many undervalued and out-of-favour

companies currently feature in more
economically-sensitive areas of the market,
such as energy and resources. 
The key to success when investing in these

businesses is to avoid those companies
where historic earnings make them look
attractive, but which are in fact in terminal
economic decline.

It’s essential to ‘pass on’ those who cannot
change or unable to make a turnaround.
There are opportunities of discovering a
misunderstood gem at an attractive price,
whose prospects for the future are better
than many believed. Value investing is
challenging, which is why entrusting the
stock selection to a proven fund manager
makes sense.
It’s still very difficult to predict whether

growth will outperform value or vice versa.
For this reason, maintaining a balanced
portfolio containing a mix of both styles, 
as well as diversification across different
sectors and geographical
areas is the sensible option.
The hope is that the 
best-performing parts of a
diversified portfolio will
balance the overall
portfolio longer 
term.

Growth or value investing?

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount invested. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their value
depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of an investment.

n Financial wealth check
n Tax efficient investments
n Pensions
n Tax planning
n Critical Illness cover

n Protection
n Off-shore investments
n Healthcare

n Director and employee benefit schemes

Please return to:
McPhersons Financial Solutions
c/o 50 Havelock Rd, Hastings, East Sussex, TN34 1BE. Phone 01424 730000


